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Executive Summary 

Trading in financial markets involves transaction costs, some of which are exogenous 
(e.g., commissions and transaction taxes) and some of which are endogenous, such 
as the bid-ask spread. The bid-ask spread, defined as the difference between the ask 
price and the bid price quoted by the market maker, provides the market maker with 
compensation for the risk of his or her market-making activities. In a market where 
traders have different information, less-informed market makers face a severe adverse 
selection problem: Because they do not know the identity of incoming orders, they 
set a spread to compensate for the loss that could occur kom trading with better- 
informed traders. 

In this respect, option markets are unique in that the information flow incorporates 
data about the price (or expected return) and the volatility of the underlying asset. As 
such, the bid-ask spread in the option market rationally reflects both information 
components. 

The purpose of this study is twofold. First, we review a simple but realistic model 
of option market making that helps to explain the following: 

how information on future price volatility is incorporated in prices, and 
how liquidity in the option market is affected by information trading. 
Second, we test the above-mentioned model of option market making and the 

validity of its predictions. 
Broadly speaking, the theoretical model documents how adverse selection for price 

and volatility introduces a bias into transaction prices that, in turn, affects estimates of 
the true underlying volatility for the life of the option. This bias creates a wedge between 
irnplied volatilities and true volatilities because implied volatilities are rational estima- 
tors of true (or realized) volatilities. 

The model's implications hinge on the presence of two types of information traders: 
those with information about future volatility, called volatility traders, and those with 
information about future price movements in the underlying security, called directional 
traders. The model predicts that if volatility traders dominate the order flow, the result 
is a small price effect in the underlying security but a wide implied-volatility bid-ask 
spread. Conversely, if directional traders dominate the order flow, the result is a large 
price effect in the underlying security but a narrow implied-volatility spread. 

We tested these views by using a time series of option transaction prices, bid-ask 
quotes, and the associated irnplied volatilities on IBM @terna~onal Business Ma- 
chines) stock. We first constructed identification tests that distinguish between volatility 
and directional traders. Given the partitioning of our data according to directional and 
volatility trading, we performed tests to venfy the validity of the model's predictions. 
Our strongest fmding is that the presence of volatility traders tends to widen the bid- 
ask spread in options but the presence of directional traders has the opposite effect. 
This result supports our theoretical model. A less signikant finding is that directional 
trading has a bigger effect on subsequent stock price changes than does volatility 
trading. 

@The Research Foundation of the ICFA 
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Most of the current methods that test for infomation flow in option markets were 
developed in the context of equity markets. These methodologies ignore the volatility 
component and focus instead on the price component. In contrast, our methodology 
provides a mechanism by which a practitioner who uses price and volume data and takes 
into account the volatility component can appropriately extract the infomation content 
of option prices and make reasonable inferences about market liquidity, concentration 
of trading, and the market's estimate of future volatility. 

The implications of our tests are crucial for traders and academic researchers 
because more-powerful tests and specgcations cm only arise from more-precise eco- 
nomic models of the market's conditiond estimate of future volatility. In this context, 
the knowledge accumulated from this study is useful for many aspects of practice, 
induding trading, investing, hedging, and market making. 

We wish to thank Alexander Peterhans! and Matthew Qianli Wu for outsbnding 
research assistance. We also thmk Keith 6. Brown, CFA, and Robert Jarrow for helphl 
comments. 
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Information Trading, Volatility, and 
Liquidity in Option Markets 

Financial economists have long been interested in market efficiency-how financial- 
market participants process information, which in turn improves the quality of the 
markets. In recent years, financial economists have turned their attention to the actual 
organization (or microstructure) and regulation of financial markets and the 
relationship of these markets with informational efficiency. The unprecedented wave 
of innovations in products and information technology has further brought the issues 
of market efficiency and competition between different market systems to the 
forefront of academic research. In this study, we analyze liquidity and informational 
efficiency in the context of option markets-topics that are particularly challenging 
to practitioners and academics because the information flow incorporates price and 
volatility information. 

This study describes a simple but realistic model of option market making that 
shows how information on future price volatility is incorporated in prices and how 
liquidity in option markets is affected by information trading. In this context, we explain 
how the bid-ask spread introduces a bias into transaction prices that affects estimates 
of the true underlying volatility, based on implied volatilities. Indeed, the documented 
inefficiency of implied volatility as an estimator of true volatility (see Canina and 
Figlewski 1993 and Larnoureux and Lastrapes 1993) may reflect market makers' adjust- 
ments for the adverse selection with which they are confronted. The model can also be 
used to make predictions about the size and the position of the bid-ask spread, which 
may help to understand empirical irregularities, such as the overreactions phenomenon 
documented by Stein (1989). 

Our primary objective in this study is to test our model of market making and the 
validity of its predictions. To do so, we first review the literature associated with the 
current study, which is an edited version of the review found in Cherian (1993, Chapter 
1). Next, we review the theoretical model on which the empirical tests are based, link 
the theory to testable implications, and discuss its practical implications. Finally, we 
present the data and the empirical methodology and report the empirical results. 

Literature Review 
In a perfect and complete market, an option is a redundant security whose price is 
determined by no-arbitrage conditions. Using this arbitrage pricing technique, Black 
and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) valued the option as a function of the current 
price of the underlying security, the volatility of the security's returns, the strike price, 
the risk-free rate, and the time to maturity. The four main assumptions underlying the 
model are as follows: 

The security price at any future time is lognoamally distributed with constant 
instantaneous volatility over the life of the option. 
The market for traded assets is frictionless, and trading is continuous. 

* Tbe instantaneous risk-free rate is constant over the life of the option. 

OThe Research Foundation of the ICFA 
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The underlying security pays no dividends. 
The authors then showed that under these assumptions, markets are complete and 
an option can be replicated by a dynamic position in its underlying security and bonds. 
Hence, any price deviation from this replicating portfolio's value would generate 
riskless arbitrage profits. Therefore, in the absence of arbitrage opportunities, the 
replicating po~ol io ' s  value gives a unique option price, commonIy known as the 
Black-Scholes-Medon value. 

Subsequent academic studies have shorn that the Black-Scholes-Medon model 
is robust to the relaxation of a variety of these assumptions. Unfortunately, the formula 
is not robust to all perturbations to its underlying structure. Researchers contend that 
stochastic volatilities and/or trading frictions usually yield an incornplete market, which 
prevents the consmction of a perfect hedge (see Eisenberg and Jarrow 2994). In light 
of these obsewations, the assumption underlying the Black-Schoies-Merton pricing 
model that the stock price volatility over the remaining life of the option is known and 
a constant must be examined further. In reality, future volatility is unknown and must 
be estimated; more importantly, it varies over time. Hence, one would not expect the 
Black-Scholes-Merton rnodel to work in practice because volatility is a stochastic 
process and the risk factor induced is not spanned by the two primary securities. 

Nevertheless, the Black-Scholes-Merton model has become something of an 
i n d u s e  standard for pricing options on a variety of instruments. In two recent papers, 
Cherian (1996) and Cherian and Jarrow (1996) determined theoretically that the Black- 
&holes-Me&on opGon-pricing model, can arise merely from self-perpetuating beliefs 
that it is the correct pricing formula, even when markets are inc0rn~1ete.l In other 
words, given that traders enter markets using the Black-SchoIes-Merton model, their 
conjectured pricing rule is confirmed in a Black-Scholes-Merton equilibrium. 

Because model misspecification is a serious concern for investment and risk 
managers, a closer look at the traditional methods used for pricing and hedging options 
and the implica~ons of misspeciiication for the performance of strategies based on 
ltmBisspecified option-pricing models is ~ a r r a n t e d . ~  'Two types of errors arise from model 
misspecScation: pricing error and hedging error. Without question, if an investment 
manager uses an incorrect model to indicate the "fair price" to pay for an option, the 
price will not compensate him or her for the risk he or she bears as a result of using a 
Pnisspecified model. Wedging errors, on the other hand, will be apparent when the 
sensitivity of option values to changes in underllying parameter values is not correlated 
with the hedge ratios that result from the misspecsed model. 

In order to reduce the effects of model misspec$cation on hedging errors, one can 
construct appropriately adjusted hedge ratios that account for the causes of the mis- 
specscation. And to reduce the effects of model rptisspec$catiora on pricing errors, one 
can use implied volatilities rather than statistical volatilities when calculating option 
va~ues .~  In this respect, a clear mderstanding of the econofic model that explains how 
a o m a t i o n  on hture volatilities is incorporated into implied volaelities is necessary. 
Model risk, pofi~cal risk, and adverse-selection risk are but a few of the risks rationally 
reflected in impEed volatifity. The market's assessment of these risks is, therefore, part 

:See Azariadis (1981) for a treatise on self-fuE&ng prophecies in economic situations (i.e., prices 
move because they are expected to, nor because fundamentals dictate). Azariadis's research is in the 
spirit of the sunspot equilibrium literature of Sheli (1977) and Cass and Shell (19831, who iormal8y 
modeled the interdependence of "rational" beliefs leading to self-justdying equilibriums. 

a discussion of model Nsspecscation, see jmow and Turnbull (1996, Chapter 10). 
31mplied voHatiiity is the volatility that sets the market price of Cqe option to the model value. 

4 GThe Research Foundation of the ICFA 
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of the specikation of implied volatilities that must be extracted for its information 
content. Hence, an understanding of implied volatilities through a reasonable economic 
model is paramount for investment and risk managers. 

In this context, Cherian (1996) and Cherian and Janow (1996) provide a reasonable 
economic model of how idomation on future volatilities is incorporated into implied 
volatilities. Because of the asymmetric nature of an option's payoff, its price depends on 
beliefs regarding the true volatility of the underlying security over the remaining life of 
the option. Consequently, the volatility implied by the option's market price should 
rationally reflect the "market estimate" of future volatility, given its information set. 
These authors formulated a market structure in which volatility estimates are derived 
under the condition that traders in equilibrium are rationally using the Black-Scholes- 
Merton model as their pricing rule. Their model can be viewed as an informational 
model of volatility discovery and formation. It incorporates the pricing of volatility risk 
that results from adverse selection facing the market maker when setting option prices.4 
A summary of the Cherian (1996) and Cherian and Jarrow (1996) model is provided 
later in the discussion of our theoretical model. 

Related Theoretical Models: A Review. Given the focus of our research, we 
have subdivided our review of the theoretical literature along two lines-one focusing 
on the structure and dynamics of option markets, including frictions, imperfections, or 
incompleteness, and the other on identical issues in primary markets. The term "market 
microstmcture" is reserved for models that explicitly account for the internal mecha- 
nism of financial markets, the rnicroeconomic interaction between traders, and the 
trading process itself. An underlying feature in such asset-pricing models is that the 
standard competitive Walrasian equilibrium argument of financial economics does not 
apply. The interested reader is referred to the manuscript by O'Hara (1995) for an 
excellent academic discourse on market microstructure. 

Market mierostructur~-sstock markets. The general approach in information- 
based models of asset pricing is that a risk-neutral competitive market maker 
addresses the order flow imbalance in stocks. The risk neutrality and perfect compe- 
tition assumptions lead to the market maker setting prices such that zero profits 
appear on average. This result leads to a semistrong-form informational efficiency 
condition for asset prices because they are set at the mean of the asset's true value, 
given the prevailing information set of the market maker. The market maker, in addi- 
tion, faces an adverse-selection problem because a nontrivial number of informed 
traders are able to hide their trades among the noise traders' orders; identities among 
floor participants are diffused. Price and order flow are usually the variables deter- 
mined in equilibrium. 

Kyle (1985) used in his analysis noise traders-risk-neutral monopolistic insiders 
who take into account the impact of their trades on equilibrium prices-and risk-neutral 
market makers, who aggregate the floor orders and rationally set prices conditional on 
the order flow imbalance and their information set. Then, because risk neutrality and 
perfect competition result in informationally perfect, revealing equilibriums, Kyle intro- 
duced informed traders, who trade strategically. In the unique linear equilibrium that 
results, prices are a linear function of the aggregate order flow. The informed trader 
optimally submits orders that increase with noise trading because noise helps diffuse 
the information content of the trades. 

4 ~ o r  a theoretical model of asset pricing that incorporates the effects of political risk on option prices, 
see Gherian and Perotti (1996). 

@'The Research Foundation of the ICFA 5 
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Glosten a13d Milgrom (1985) modeled individual orders of unit size that arrive at 
the market maker's desk in a sequential manner. Under the assumption of risk neutral;@ 
and a Bayesian market maker (i.e., one who probabilistically conditions trades on the 
likefihood of the trade being informed or uninformed), Glosten and Milgrom found that 
the presence of informed traders leads to a strictly positive bid-ask spread. The bid and 
ask prices straddle the unconditional estimate of asset value, with the spread increasing 
with the precision of the insiders' ihrmation, the ratio of infonned to uninformed 
traders, and the elasticity of noise trading. These results also extend to the Cherian 
(1996) md  Cherian and Jarrow (1996) option model under certain conditions. A draw- 
back to the GIosten and Milgrom model, however, Is that informed traders lack the 
strategic spatial and intedemporal trading flexibifity that is available in the Kyle model. 

EasIey and O'Hara (1987) compensated for this lack of flexibility by allowing the in- 
formed traders to choose between small market orders and Iarge block orders. In ad- 
dition, the authors assume that from the rest of the market's perspective, the existence 
of private infomation is not certain. Depending on market conditions, the market is ei- 
ther in a separating or a pooling equilibrium, with large trades being made at less favor- 
able prices. Sn a separating equilibrium, the informed trader optimally trades Iarge 
blocks; in a pooling equilibrium, the informed trader mixes between small and large or- 
ders. Easley and O'Hara also showed that because of the dual uncertainty in the model, 
both the size and sequence of trades are important in determining the sample path of the 
price process. For example, when the market is in a separating equilibrium, uncertainty 
about an information event occurring can cause price pressures to result from block 
trades (i.e., price reversals occur as a result of large trades). The structures described in 
Glosteri and Milgrom (1985) and Easley and O'Hara (1987) are appealing because they 
reasonably approximate existing U.S. financial securities exchanges, which have either 
specialists or multiple dealers who match intedemporal buy and sell orders. 

Market microstruckre-option markets. Because option payoffs are not only 
state contingent but also asymmetric, the added dimension of uncertainty when pric- 
ing options makes modeling the microstructure of option markets difficult. Further- 
more, the risk factors induced by added sources of u n c e ~ i n t y  may be correlated in 
a nontrivial way over time. 

AMempts at modeling the microshcture of option markets include Biais and 
HiGon's (1990) pioneering study of price formation in an option market with two call 
options of different strikes under lure states of nature. In their model, a perfectly 
competitive Bayesian market maker who faces the possibility of trading with an in- 
fomed trader with quantity constraints uses risk- and aonnation-adjusted posterior 
probabilities when calculating bid and ask prices. An interesting result is that when 
market makers are risk neutral, the insider optimdly trades in-themoney options. This 
finding is contrary to the predictions of traditional option-pricing theory, which claims 
that because of the high degree of leverage provided by out-of-themoney options, 
insiders should concentrate their trades in these instruments. The ra~onale for the latter 
strategy is that insiders obtain m a1 "bang for the buck" by tsading on their own 
private e om at ion. 

John, Koticha, and S u b r h a n y m  (1991) modeled the rnixed strategy equiSibrim 
that emerges when a trader who is iniomed of h h r e  stock price movements trades 
concurrently in the option market and the underlying market in order to carnodage 
his or her trades (equivalently, infomation) from the rest of the market. In this case, 
the insider balances the beneM of trading in option markets that results from the 
leverage effect with the corresponding cost that the insider's .trade introduces through 
increased adverse selection. Tne analysis incorporated two types of noise traders and 

6 @The Research Founda~on of the ICFA 
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margin requirements forthe iniomed trader in the option and underlying markets. 'The 
authors found that stocks with listed options have high liquidity and low reagized 
volatiliw and that listed options reduce the infomation content of stock prices.' These 
are intuitive results based on the assumptions of the model. Because the informed trader 
spreads trades between primary and derivative markets, the stock market is less 
infomationally efficient and faces less-severe adverse-selection costs than in the case 
w i ~ o u t  a derivative market. 

Neither Biais and Hillion nor John et al. model the dynamic idornational linkages 
between primary and derivative markets. Back (1993) takes a step in this direction. In 
an extension of the continuous-time Kyle model, he introduced an option that is 
hypotheticdly redundant, in the sense that one could duplicate the cash flows to the 
option using the stock and a riskless asset. When the option is introduced as a traded 
asset, however, information flows through imperfectly correlated order flows in the 
stock and the option dynamicdly feeds back into the stock price process, causing 
volatilities to be stochastic. In other words, the introduction of the option as a traded 
asset into a model of adverse selection causes the option order flow to cease being 
informationally redundmt with respect to the stock order flow, resulting in the stock 
and option prices being locally imperfectly correlated. This imperfect correlation ren- 
ders the market incomplete, and a perfect hedge can no longer be formed. 

Related Empirical IlflodeIs: A Review. The empirical literature focuses on the 
joint hypothesis that implied volatilities are accurate forecasts of hture volatilities and 
that option markets are infomationally eecient. In the process of testing this joint 
hypothesis, the market's option-pricing model must be correctly specified, which is 
necessary in order to estimate the voIatiEty from the market price of the option. Note 
that given the pricing model, any biases introduced while estimating volatilities from 
market prices could affect the interpretation of the test results. We first review in detail 
two important empirical papers related to the implications of our model. The subsequent 
reviews in this section are less detail oriented. 

Using data on equity options, &oureux and Lastrapes (1993) investigated wheth- 
er market estimates of volatility, as reflected in implied volatility, are good forecasts, con- 
ditional on the marketwide infomation set available at the time the estimates are made, 
of future volatility. The authors used Hull and VVjiaite's (1987) option-pricing mode8 with 
stochastic volatility to calculate i~llphed volatilities from market prices of options. h or- 
der to remove any v~ance-estirnate biases resulting from nonline~ties  inherent in the 
option-pricing model, oureux and Lastrapes examined only at-th 
which analytically (see Feinstein 1995) and through s h l a t i o n s  (se 
Lastrapes) are shorn to be approximately linear in he-averaged volatility. 

The two main results of the h o u r e m  and hstrapes tests were that lrnplied vola- 
tility generally underpredicts realized volatility of stock returns and that the market does 
not incorporate relevant information contained in forecasts of vola~lity from past stock re- 
turns. The first result could be a ~ b u t e d  either to biases introduced from not incorpe 
rating transaction costs in the pricing model or to option traders overreacting to volatillw 
shocks. Earnourem and Lastrapes, although not discounhg the h p o m c e  of &ansac- 
tion costs, suggest that because the market is reasonably efficient for the moreliquid eq- 
uity options, the data on impEed volatigties might be indicating that volatility risk is, in fact, 
a priced risk, a phenomenon not capbred in the WuB and m t e  model. This conjechre 

%he 6rst two results are consistent with an increase in market quality in the sense of BIack (19711, 
and the Lrlird result reduces the quality of the market. 
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is modeled later In the discussion of our theoretical model. 
In related research, Canina and Figlewski (1993) examined the infornational 

efficiency of implied volatility as a forecast of realized volatility by using data on S&P 
100 Index options. This study differs from the Larnourem and Lastrapes investigation 
in methodology and in the options data set. Canina and Figlewski were interested in 
finding out whether the market is rationally and eEciently using publicly available 
infomation when fol?ning volatility forecasts, as reflected through implied volatility. 
Canina and Figlewski assumed that the forecaster and the market agree on the option- 
pricing model (the binomial option-pricing model in this case), that implied volatility is 
an infomationally rational forecast of true volatility, and that no major measurement 
errors exist that will bias the empirical results. The third point is especially important 
because volatility is a time-varying parmeter and, as such, the time series of implied 
volatigty is a forecast of volatilities that have difierent and/or overlapping horizons. 
Hence, taking a cross-sectional weighted average of implied volatilities from dkfferent 
options on the same stock with different horizons does more than diverse away "we& 
behaved" white noise; it may introduce biases that are detrimental to the infomative- 
ness of the tests. 

The CanIna and Figlewski test results indicate that for a11 subsmples, the hypoth- 
esis that irnplied volatility is an accurate forecast of true volatility can be rejected. In fact, 
using a method called "encompassing regression testing," Canina and Figlewski found 
that implied volatilities do not inco~porate valuable infomation available in histo~cal 
volatility estimates, a result that is consistent with the Larnourem and Lastrapes result. 
In other words, historical estimates contain information over and above what implied 
volatilities contain about realized volatility. 

Canina and Figlewski interpreted the results as implying that volatilities capture 
everything that the option-pricing model cannot. In other words, model misspecScation 
risks are associated with the binomial option-pricing framework. For example, g 
risk (inability to hedge continuously), volatility risk, and transaction costs are but some 
examples of risks not priced in the binomid framework that could have some expiana- 
tory power for the observed results. An implication of this finding is that impged 
volatilities may c o n ~ n  infornation on how models of option-pricing theory should be 
refined. Finally, to get a good forecast of realized volatility, Canina and Figlewski suggest 
that one should perhaps look at historical estimates of volatility. 

Stein (1989) assumes that the true volatility process follows a mean-reverting difiu- 
sion process and that hplied volatility is the time-averaged expectation of this process 
over the life of the option. Based on these assumptions, he derived a theoretical rela- 
tionship between nearer-maturity and further-maturity implied volatilities, which f o m s  
the basis of his tests. Using the binornial model to invert volatilities h r n  option prices, 
Stein documented an "overreactions" result in the te rn  s h c t u r e  of iwEed volatilities. 
By assurning that true volatility is mean reverting, he found that implied volatility on fur- 
ther-maturity options exceeds the theoretical restriction mean reversion places on it. He 
attributed this result to traders overreacting to nearer-tern volatillry shocks. 

Rubinstein (1985) conducted nonparamet~c tests on the joint hypothesis that 
option markets are eacient and that option market prices and Black-Scholes-Merton 
values do not exFlibit systema~c biases. He tested his hypothesis on matched pairs of 
options data by using options on the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) and 
some rigorous data-screening procedures. The term "matched" refers to contsolling for 
all other parameters while comparing the effect of the parameter of interest--in this 
case, either tinre to mahrity or strike price-on implied volatility. 

From our perspective, what makes the Rubinstein study interesting is that the joint 
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hypothesis, when measured in terms of implied volatility, is violated for time-to-maturity 
and strike-price tests. For example, out-of-the-money options have significantly decreas- 
ing implied volatility with respect to time to maturity; near-maturity options have implied 
volatilities that increase with how deep in the money or out of the money the option is. 
Rubinstein made a comparative study to see whether any extant alternative option- 
pricing model could systematically explain these b i a ~ e s . ~  His answer was negative. 
Furthermore, he suggested that these systematic biases could probably be correlated 
to systematic factors in the economy. 

In summary, all the empirical papers cited make the common claim that a need 
exists for a robust extension ofthe traditional option-pricing formula that should account 
for the observed systematic biases in option-implied volatilities. In the next section, we 
provide a simple theoretical model that partly addresses this requirement. 

The Theoretical Model 
Our theoretical model draws primarily from the work of Cherian (1996) and Cherian 
and Jarrow (1996). We consider a two-period economy with two trading dates, denoted 
by t = 0 and t = 1, and a constant, continuously compounded interest rate, r. Trading 
are a stock, a riskless bond, and a European call option on a risky security (or 
underlying stock) with a fixed strike price, K, and expiration date, T. Markets, by 
construction, are incomplete with respect to the stock and bond alone. As such, the 
Black-Scholes-Merton model does not formally apply as in the original arbitrage-free 
context because a perfect hedge cannot be formed. 

Two classes of agents trade options: risk-neutral, perfectly competitive market 
makers, who passively absorb the order flow imbalance, and a continuum, indexed by 
the interval [0,1], of variously informed, risk-neutral traders. 'The Batter traders are 
further subdivided into three types: (1) the fraction 0 i a < 1 of volatility traders, or 0- 
traders, (2) the fraction 0 < p < 1 of directional traders, or p-traders, and (3) the fraction 
0 < 1 - a - p < 1 of liquidity traders, or hedgers. The volatility traders, or o-traders, have 
information on the future volatility of the stock; the directional traders, or p-traders, have 
information relating to the mean return of the stock; and the hedgers are uninformed 
traders with price-inelastic demand functions. A precise description of each trader's 
beliefs and information structures follows. 

Traders arrive sequentially and anonymously at the tradmg post to submit their 
demands to the market maker. Assume that only one trader is accommodated each 
period by the market maker. The market structure and trading mechanism used in this 
study, therefore, resemble the sequential trade models of Glosten and Milgrorn and of 
Easley and B9Hara, described previously. 

In the spirit of traditional option-pricing models, the stock price evolution over time 
is taken as a given. The simplicity of the analysis and the richness of the model justifies 
this partial equilibrium setup. At the initial trading date t = 0, the stock price, S, is 
observed by all market participants. This initial stock price can be interpreted as the last 
recorded transaction price in the equity market. Market participants have mutually 
absolute continuous beliefs about the stock price evolution, thus "agreeing" on the 
possible outcomes for the stock's price at the next trading date, t = I, and at the option 
expiration date, t = T. Figure 1 illustrates these beliefs and the associated stock price 
tree. A description follows. 

At trading date t = 1, three possible stock prices exist: S(1+ u) , S, and S(1+ d), where 

GThe option pricing models prior to 1985 did not indude stochastic volatilities. 
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RmCure 1. Stock Price and Volatilifv Tree with Prior Beliefs 

T i e  O 

Nore: The prior beiiefs on volatility are atwo-point distribution, [6, 1 - 61 on the possible outcomes [ E ,  p j ,  whereas the stock 
price outcomes when Ci occurs are assumed to be equiprobable. Wis normally distributed with Mean 0 and Variance 1;  ( 1  + 
u ) > e r > l > ( I  +d),and E > g .  

(I + a) > er> I > (1 + 4. In addition, a third parameter is introduced: the volatility of the 
stock's return over the remaining life of the option, that is, from Time t = 1 to T. The 
possible values for this parameter are 5 and 2, where 6 > g. The state space is restricted 
to four possible outcomes: [s( I + u ), 51, is, 51, IS( I + d ) ,  51, or [s, g ]  . The choice of 
States I through 4 corresponds to a high-volatility market at Time I with changing stock 
prices high, fiat, or low). The final state corresponds to a low-volatility flat market. 

The prior beliefs for the likelihoods of these four states are given along the branches 
of the tree. The prior beliefs on asset vola~liw are captured by a Wo-point d i s ~ b u ~ o n ,  
16, 1 - 61, on the value of the stock's return volatility, ~ 5 ,  01 . Given a high-volatility 
market, S(1 + g), S, and S(l + 6) are assumed to be equ&y likely outcomes. This 
assumption is without loss of generality because the magnitudes of the jumps u and d 
are unres~cted.  Findly, at time T, the stock price is lognomally distsibuted with 
parameters (stock price and volatility) determined at Time 1. 

Therefore, the market, by constsuceon, is incomplete. Because four outcomes are 
possible at T h e  1, the can option market is incomplete in the stock and bond over the 
first trading period. Also, because a continuum of stock prices is possible at time T and 
only discrete trading is dlowed, the market is also incomplete over the second trading 
period. As such, arbitrage arguments alone cannot jus~ ' ihe  use of the Black-Scholes- 
Merton model. 

To ensure that the stock is fairly priced to uninfomed phcipants, we inrpose the 
following restriction. The expected return on the stock given current m a r k e ~ d e  
infomz~on equals the risk-free return. More foma1"ry at T h e  0, 
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and at Time 1, 

S1 = e - r ( T - " ~ ( ~ T  IS,, o), 

where 

The informed traders, therefore, will see trading opportunities in both the stock and 
the option market. Given the partial equilibrium nature of the model, only the call option 
market equilibrium is characterized. The trading mechanism at each date is one in 
which the market maker sets option bid and ask prices contingent on the order 
submitted. To abstract from the informational content of trade size, we consider traders 
who buy or sell a unit of the call option at each date. 

The information structures are as follows. At Time 1, the state of name 

is revealed to all market participants. Hence, all strategic trading and private 
information revelation, if any, takes place at Time 0. Because no differential 
information exists at Time 1, the call option's market price at Time 1 can easily be 
determined using risk-neutral valuation. In fact, the choice of distribution for the 
terminal stock price reduces the option price to its Black-Scholes-Merton value at 
(S,, 0). This choice is not essential for the following analysis. 

The Time 0 information structures and action choices for the various market 
participants are summarized in Figure 2. This structure is an extensive form game with 
incomplete information standard in the market rnicrostmcture literature. The game has 
four stages at Time 0. 

Stage 1. The market maker sets the bid and ask prices-given that he or she 
observes the last transacted stock price S and conditional on the order submitted 
(market order to sell in the case of the bid price and market order to buy in the case 
of the ask price). 

Stage 2. Nature chooses, according to the probabilities provided, the states of 
nature 

The o-traders observe G and o. They cannot, however, distinguish whether S (1 i  u), 
S, or S(l  .s 4 occurs when volatility is high. In the case when volatility is low, they 
know that S occurs. The p-traders observe S(1+ u), S, or S(l + 4. In the case of S,  
they do not know if ?i or g occurs. Otherwise, they know that volatility is high. 

The information structure is consistent with o-traders who know the volatilities but 
not the direction of stock price movements. Conversely, the p-traders know the direc- 
tion of stock price movements but not the volatilities. 

Stage 3. Nature chooses who trades according to the probabilities provided. 
Stage 4. At their decision nodes, the o- and p-traders see the bid and ask prices 

and decide to either buy, sell, or refrain from trading. The hedgers are equally likely 
to buy or sell the call option irrespective of advertised prices. 

Finally, at Time 1, the state (Sl, o) is revealed and the rest of Figure 1 applies. 
The equilibrium characterization in this economy is similar to the one used in the 
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Rgure 2. Enformation Structures and Action Choices of Varlous Market 
Partiicioants at Time O 

o-Traders No Trade 

Sell 

Hedgers 

+Traders No Trade 

Sell 

- 
o 

6 Hedgers 

o-Traders 

p-Traders 

Hedgers 1 - 6  

Buy 
Mraders  No Trade 

Sell 

BUY 
p-Traders No Trade 

Sell 

Hedgers ' c::: 
market microstrucbre literabre. 'The details of the equilibrium are discussed in depth 
in Cherian (1996) a d  Cherian and J m w  (1996). For brevity's sake, we provide only 
an ovewiew of the analysis. At Time 1, because uncertainty about (SI, 01 is resolved and 
all traders are risk neutral, the call option is given by its discounted expected value at 
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its maturity date, T . ~  The lognormal distribution of the terminal stock price results in 
the Time 1 equilibrium call price being its Black-Scholes-Medon value, given the state- 
dependent stock price and volatility. Denoting C, (s,, o) as the call price at Time I, 

where 

BS(S , .  cf) = S , N [ h ( S , ,  a)] - K ~ - " N [ ~ ( s , ,  0) - o&], 

N(.)  = the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal random variable, 

log ( s ,  IK~'") 1 
h(SI,  0) = 

o f i  
+ Z c s f i ,  and 

Given the equilibrium call prices at Time 1, we can derive the call market equilibri- 
um at Time 0. The set of optimal strategies for the three strategic traders (i.e., the market 
maker and the two differentially informed traders) must be derived first. The informed 
traders' optimality conditions, given that they observe the ask price,A, and the bid price, 
B, are 

buy if and only if A < e-'E [C1 (S,, o) I Idonnation set], 
* no trade if and only if B 5 e-YE [C1 (S1, o) I Information set] I A, and 
* sell if and only if crE I C, (S,, (T) I Information set] < B. 

Hence, the informed o-trader and p-trader will buy if their valuations exceed the 
ask price, sell if their valuations are less than the bid price, and refrain from trading 
otherwise. The hedgers, by virtue of their price-inelastic demand functions, are not 
strategic and trade regardless of the actions of the informed traders. 

Market makers, having knowledge of the game-tree structure, form posterior 
beliefs about the states (S,, o) based on the order submitted and rational conjectures 
about who is trading. Given that market makers are risk neutral and perfectly compet- 
itive, they set bid and ask prices as follows: 

Because C1(s,, o) are Black-Scholes-Merton values, the bid and ask prices are 
weighted averages of Black-Scholes-Merton values. 

Six possible market-maker scenarios explain who buys and sells in the various 
states. These possibilities are provided in Table 1. Gherian and Jarrow (1996) argued 
that Case 5 is the most interesting and likely equilibrium scenario md  occurs when the 
number of hedgers trading in the market is small compared with the number of p- 
traders. In the Case 5 equilibrium, the volatility trader buys when observing ii and sells 
when observing g ; the p-trader buys when observing S(1+ u), sells when observing 
S(1+ 4, and does not trade when observing S. The ptrader's trading strategy can be 
explained prirnady because adverse selection is high (which results in large values for 

70ne can assume that r is small enough and T large enough that r ( T -  1 ) = rT. In other words, 
the trading dates are dose enough that time decay issues do not dominate the price setting process. 
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Table 1. Eqiuilibdurn Trading Conjechres of the Market Maker, by States of Nature 

A and small values for B), thus ruling out participation in flat markets-that is, when S 
is observed. Based on the above, the subsequent analysis focuses only on Case 5. 
Theanalysis for the other five cases can be carried out in a similar fashion. 

In order to study an infomation-based model of implied volatilities and because of 
nonlinearities, one must remove the deterministic or p a r a m e ~ c  biases that the Black- 
Scholes-Merton model sets forth. Because characterizing these biases is easy and the 
objective of the empirical study is to look at the iniomational content of hplied 
volatiE~es, ignoring such biases is the preferred approach. In this spirit, Feinstein (1995) 
showed that at-themoney Black-Scholes-Merton option prices are approximately 
linear in volatility for values very close to zero. Hence, for at-the-money options, the 

Lemma: Imfilied volatilities are rational forecasts of trme volatili&. For at-the-money 
ofltiom, the equilibrium Pair showlz in Eqzlations 1 and 2 can be refilaced by thefollowing: 

where a and b are the ask and bid implied volatilities, respectively, that set the option 
ask and bid prices equal to Black-Scholes-Merton prices. 

ediate implication is that the option market maker can be equivalently 
viewed as setting ask and bid volatilities rationally in light of the order flow. This 
implication is important for empirical studies in implied volatilities because an explicit 
rnodel of how infomation flows rationauy affect volatility estimates is provided. Further- 
more, the equilibrium o b m e d  and the implications ofthe rnodel are tested empiaicaliy 
in this study. 

The unconditionaI expecktion and variance of volatility are dehed  as a** and @, 
respectively. Hence, 

Lf the appropriate conditional probabilities are calculated in a Bayesian manner, the 
initial ask and bid implied volatilities are given by 

and 
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This next finding is central to the empirical tests of this study and is obtained by 
differentiating the bid-ask spread, or the difference between the volatilities on the ask 
and bid side. 

Proposition: Forfixid a, the volatility spread is a strictly dtcreasingficnction of the 
level of underlying price-contilzgent-based trading (or p-tradingl. More formally, 

The spread (in the absence of brokerage costs) is an inverse measure of market 
liquidity: The higher the spread, the less liquid the market. The finding just discussed 
implies that the market in which b-traders cluster is more liquid than the one in which 
they do not. 

A Microstructure, View of the Option Market 
Trading in financial markets involves transaction costs, some of which are exoge- 
nous, such as commissions and transaction taxes, and some of which are endoge- 
nous, such as the bid-ask spread. The bid-ask spread, defined as the difference 
between the ask price and the bid price quoted by a market maker, provides the mar- 
ket maker with compensation for the risks inherent in his or her market-making ac- 
tivities. In a market where traders have different information, the market maker 
faces a severe adverse-selection problem: Because the identity of incoming orders is 
unknown, the market maker sets a spread to compensate for the loss that could oc- 
cur from trading with a better-informed trader. 

In option markets, the information flow incorporates data about the price (or 
expected return) and the volatility of the underlying asset. As such, the bid-ask spread 
in the option market reflects both information components. 

In practice, these bid and ask prices are used to calculate implied volatilities by 
solving for the volatility that sets the option market price equal to the Black-Scholes- 
Merton value. Hence, the option market maker quotes bid and ask implied volatilities 
and adjusts them as volatility-related information changes. 

Bid-Ask Spreads and Informational Efficiency. The complex adverse-selec- 
tion problem faced by the option market maker is modeled in two recent papers by 
Cherian (1996) and Cherian andJmow (1996). Asummary oftheir model was previously 
discussed in the theoretical model section. In Cherian and Jarrow's stylized setting, two 
types of informed traders interact with the relatively uninformed option market maker. 
So-called volatility traders have perfect information about volatility but imperfect idor- 
mation about under1ying price movements. Hence, they buy (sell) options when their 
estimate of the true volatility is above (below) the implied volatility obtained from the 
option's ask (bid) price. So-called directional traders have pedect information about the 
price movements of the underlying asset but imperfect information about volatility. They 
buy (sell) options if their estimate of the option's value, given their private information, 
is above (below) the quoted ask (bid) price. 

Unfortunately, option market makers cannot distinguish between volatility and 
directional traders. Instead, they make inferences about the probability of trading with 
either group from the observed order flow in the options pit. These inferred probabilities 
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are reflected in the market maker's bid- and ask-implied volatilities. Cherian and Jarrow 
showed how these bid- and ask-implied volatilities are (fieoretically) related to the true 
underlying volatility in the folowing results: 

Result I :  Ifvolatility traders dominate the orderflow, then the bid- and ask-implied 
volatilities (TVB and Nil, rajectiuel'y) straddle the uncozditional estimate ofthe 
tme  underlying volatiz'li& (0 *I. Mathematically, 

Result 2: Ifdirectional tradea dominate the orderflow, the bid-implied uolatility 
UVI3I can exceed the uncondithnal es thate  ofthe tme  underlyi~g volatility (o * j .  
Mathematically, 

JVA > IVB > oY. 

These results can be deduced from the theoretical model section. 

fnformatlonal Efficiency and Liquidity. In a related paper, Cherian (1996) 
showed that the presence of traders with different types of information determines not 
only the position but also the size of the option's bid-ask spread. Specificdly, the 
presence of directional traders is a signal to the market maker that volatility is likely to 
go up8 Consequently, if the option market maker believes that directional traders are 
dominating the order flow (whether buying or selling), he or she will react by increasing 
both the bid- and ask-implied volatilities. Bid-ask spreads will decrease, and market 
liquidity will improve.' 

En contrast, if market makers believe that volatility traders are buying, they may infer 
that volatility is likely to rise and, consequently, they will increase the ask-implied 
volatifity. If they believe that volatility traders are selling, signaling a drop in volatility, 
then they will lower the bid-implied volatility. Recall that the market maker's bid- (ask-) 
implied volatilities are actually expost probability assessments of future volatiEty that are 
based on observed public sell (buy) orders. Combining these two results suggests that 
when volatility traders dominate the order flow, the bid-ask spread will widen and 
markets will become less Equid. An adverse-selection problem arises because market 
makers are often unable to distinguish between volatilit-y and directional trades. 

Using these insights7 we ionnulate the following testable results: 
Result 3: When volatility traders dominate option order flow, the bid-ask spread 
is direct2y proportional to option volume. 
Result 4: m e n  directional traders dominate option order flow, an  inverse rela- 
tionship exists between volume and the bid--ask spread. 

Previous Wark on informational Efficiency in Option Markets. The idor- 
mational role of option prices is a much debated issue. Earlier literature (Manaster and 
Rendleman 1982, Bha'ctacharya 1987, and Anthony 1988) has provided evidence of daily 
option prices leading the underlying stock prices and has attributed this phenomenon 
to informed traders' preference for the option market. 

More-recent studies that use transaction data found rnixed evidence of infomation 
trading in option markets. Stephan and m a l e y  (1990) found that stock price changes 
lead option price changes, whereas Easley, O'Wara, and Srinivas (1994) reported that o p  

8 ~ y  definition, directional traders trade in high-volatiEty markets (see Cherian and Jarrow 1996 and 
the theoretical model section here). 

%e bid volatility will increase by more than the ask because the market maker believes &at 
volatility is going up, which implies a smaller spread. 
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tion volume provides information about future stock prices. Vijh (1990) argued that the 
option market is not dominated by informed trading. He reported that large option 
trades-conjectured to be information based-have no price effect in the stock market 
but cause a widening of the bid-ask spread in the option market. He attributed these r e  
sults to microstructure effects. Kumar, Sarin, and Shastri (1992) found evidence of in- 
temarket front running in the option market but report that following large stock trades, 
option prices need more time to reach their new equilibrium values than stock prices do. 

Our empirica1 study differs from those just mentioned in that it tries to detect the 
different reaction of option prices to information about prices a d  information about 
volatility. For example, one could argue that the large trades studied by Vijh did not 
originate from directional traders but from volatility traders. This explanation is consis- 
tent with the absence of a price effect (there is no new information about future prices) 
and the occurrence of a wide bid-ask spread (there is news about future volatility). 

Empirical Analysis 
Our empirical tests of information trading in the option markets center around two 
key questions: 

Does a systematic bias exist in implied-volatility estimates of the true underlying 
volatility, and can this bias be attributed to the types of traders present in the 
market (Results 1 and 2)? 
Is market liquidity af£ected by the type of traders in the market, and does evidence 
of adverse selection in the option market exist (Results 3 and 4)? 
In order to address these issues, we f i s t  needed to develop a methodology to 

distinguish between directional and volatility traders in the data. 

Data. Our data consist of time-stamped quotes, traded prices, and volume for IBM 
stock and its CBOE-traded options during June 1993. For our empirical analysis, we 
retained only at-the-money call options that are not part of a combined strategy (e.g., a 
straddle). As outlined earlier, this approach produces a data series with implied volatil- 
ities that are rational forecasts of true volatility (i.e., free of biases). Furthermore, we 
retained the whole range of maturities because we were interested in the implied 
volatilities for different maturity options. With these constraints, we were able to obtain 
a trade sample with 5,999 option trade prices and associated sizes and a quote sample 
with 9,238 bid and ask quotes (no sizes). We also used trade prices and sizes for the 
underlying stock. 

With the quote data, we computed implied volatilities for the trade price and the bid 
and ask quotes using the dividend-adjusted Black-Scholes-Merton model.1° Finally, 
we created a one-minute grid by retaining the last price or quote for each one-minute 
interval and by summing the volume over this interval." 

identification Tests. Distinguishing between volatility and directional trades 
turned out be a more daunting task than we envisioned. We are not entirely sure at this 
stage whether or not our methodology precisely distinguishes between the two trades. 

10~trictly speaking, equity options are American style, thus requiring an American option-pricing 
formula, such as the quadratic approximation method of Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987). But because 
the early exercise premium is small and the Barone-Adesi and m a l e y  model results in a systematically 
smaller implied volatility than the Black-ScholecMerton model, our inferences from the data will not 
change dramatically. 

"consequently, our data is sampled at fixed intervals, a necessary condition for some parts of our 
statistical analysis, A oneminute grid was chosen to limit information loss to a minimum. Minute data 
are used in Table 3. 
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In any case, we used the following empirical procedure: First, we looked at large option 
trades because one can assume that such trades originate from informed parties. 
Second, we analyzed stock market data in the next 15 minutes to look for any abnormal 
volume patterns (to be defined later). 

h constructing these iden~cat ion  tests, we used the insights developed by Easley 
et al. (19941, who showed that option market volume frequently Ieads stock prices 
because the option market is often the first venue for infomed traders. Our purpose 
was to further refine the classltication scheme in order to distinguish between price and 
volatiEty infomation. Although crude, our methodology provided a first-order approx- 
imation of infomational partitioning based on direction and volatility of asset prices. 

Specifically, if option trades are based on price infomation (i.e., they originate from 
directional traders), then we would expect stock and option prices to change as new 
infomation is revealed about the underlying asset. Consequently, we would expect to 
see large stock market trading volume following only option trades submieed by 
directional traders? because stock market traders would be eager to exploit the newly 
available infomation and/or because the new equilibrium prices in stocks would induce 
certain traders to revise their hedge ratios. 

Comrsely, we would not expect such changes to occur if the only infomation in 
the market was volatility related, because nothing new would be learned from that 
infomation about the stock's fundmental value. Therefore, a large volatility trade in 
the option market should not lead to large changes in volume because stock market 
traders have no reason to revise their expechtions. 

More precisely, we looked at a 15-minute interval starting with a large option trade 
(larger than or equal to 50 contracts) and recorded it as a directional trade if we found 
stock volume larger than or equal to 10,000 shares during that interval. If we observed 
no large stock trade, then we classified the large option trade as a volatility trade.12 

arize, we classified a large option trade fogowed by large stock market 
volume as a directional trade. Conversely, we classified a large option trade that did not 
result in any noticeable stock market volume movements as a volatiliw trade. 

An Outline of Our EmpirE~al Tests. We &en conducted three sets of tests that 
vvin be described in the next section. In each test, we were interested in the infomational 
content of large option trades. As explained previously, we labeled these large option 
trades as either directional or volatility. Our objective was to investigate whether these 
trades lead to significant differences in the behavior of market m&ers. If market makers 
are able to distinguish between these two types oftrades, then they should, as our theory 
predicts, be able to adjust their bid and ask quotes accordingly to protect against 
adverseselection risk, that is, the risk of trading with a better-iniomed party. If, in 
contrast, market makers are unable to recognke the differently infomed trades, then 
directiond and volatiliity trades will not Iead to significantly different quote behavior and 
market makers will be exposed to adverseselection risk. 

1 2 ~  second identificaGon test, not reported here but available upon request, looked at a window 5- 
20 rninutes after the large option trade occurred. The idea was that option traders may use the first few 
minutes (artScidIy set at 5 minutes in our test) to delta hedge their option positions in the stock market. 
Therefore, heavy stock market trading in the f i s t  5 minutes following the option trade can be ignored 
because the trades are not infomation related. Although more favorable results (i.e., ones that support 
the hypothesis of the theoreticaI model) can be obtzined by using this test, it does not significantly alter 
our overall results. 
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Table 2. Summary Statistics 
Category 
A. Market activity 
All options 
Short-term 
Medium-term 
Long-term 

All options 
Short-term 
Mediumterm 

Number ofTrades Number of Quotes 

Average (Standard Deviation) Max (Min) 
16 (37) 2,501 (1) 

B. Bid-ask spreads 
Price Spread IPSpread 

All options $0.110 0.144 
Short-term 0.108 0.168 
Medium-term 0.124 0.103 
Note: This table reports summary statistics for the entire sample of transaction data (prices and quotes). Short-term refers to 
options with up to a three-month maturity remaining; medium-term and long-term refer to three-to-six and six-to-nine month 
maturities, respectively. The spreads in Panel B are computed as follows: 

Price spread = Quoted ask price -Quoted bid price 
IV-spread = Implied ask volatility - implied bid volatility. 

The implied volatilities were calculated from the quoted ask and bid prices, respectively, using a dividend-adjusted Black- 
Scholes-Merton model. 

Results 
Before testing the empirical implications of the theoretical model, we looked at the 
liquidity characteristics of the market as shown in Table 2. As expected, a majority of 
quotes and trades are in short-term options (one to three months). Average trade sizes 
are large, which may indicate that most informed traders are in front-end maturities. 
Option bid-ask price spreads are low, but implied bid-ask volatility spreads are high. 
This differential may indicate that information asymmetries regarding future 
volatilities are more pronounced in short-term contracts. Market makers possibly do 
not worry much about information asymmetries concerning future price movements 
and thus demand low compensation in the form of a bid-ask spread. The tests in the 
following sections investigate this issue in greater detail. 

As outdined earlier, previous empirical studies have focused mainly on the price 
effect of informational trading without distinguishing between directional and volatility 
traders. As a first test, we repeated a price-effect test related t~ the one done by Vijh 
(1990). We looked at a sequence of absolute values of percentage changes in stock 
prices 15 minutes after a large option trade was observed. The statistic we used was 

where P(t) is the stock price t minutes a£ter a large option trade and P(0) is the stock 
price just before the large option trade takes place. The idea is that if large option 
trades are motivated by directional traders, the stock market may experience an effect. 
In contrast, large volatility trades are expected to signal information only about future 
volatilities. One would thus not expect to see any immediate reaction in the stock 
market. The three main differences between the Vijh test and our test are as fo8ollows: 

The Vijh sample contained only large option trades equivalent to at least 250 round 
lots of stock (as measured by delta), whereas we used 50 option contracts as the 
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cHiterion for inclusion. 
Vijh partitioned his data set and tested according to stock price increases and 
decreases, whereas we used absolute percentage changes in stock prices. 
We refined the informational trading test by distinguishing between directional 
and volatility trading, whereas Vijh did not. 
AsTabIe 3 shows, volatiEQ trades, as expected, were not sig-wseantly daerent from 

zero. Although a similar pattern was observed in directional trades for almost all the 
minute intervals, direction& trades have a more profound effect on stock price changes 
than volatility trades have. Furthermore, the effect of directional trades on stock price 
changes appears to grow consistently over time. 

Gonsequendy, this first test detected the desired price effect that results from 
idomation trading, with direc~onal trading having a greater effect on subsequent stock 
price changes than volatility trading has. The results obtained here are different from 
those in Kjh, who found that stock prices are una£fected by large option trades. Our 
Table 3. Price Test 
Stock Price Ratio t Minutes 
after Large Option Trade Directional Trades Volatility Trades 
i 0.000670 0.000621 

(1.025036) (1.075149) 
More: This tabie repons price ratios S(t) = IP(r) - P(O)VP(O), where P(F) is the stock price r minutes after a large option trade 
and P(0) is ?he stock price just before the large oprion trade takes place, with the I-statistics in parentheses. lf ~ ( r ) ? s  significantly 
greater than zero, then the large option trade has a significant price impact on the underlying marker and is said to be motivated 
by superioiinformation. This test is a variant of the one found in Vijh (1990). We executed this test for volatility m d  directionai 
trades separately, using minute data (obtained by retaining the last price for each one-minute interval; if no trade took place 
during a particular interval, the last recorded price was used). 
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refinement of the Kjh test, based on the theory provided by the Cherian and Jarrow 
(1996) and Cherian (1996) models, may partially explain the differences in results. 
"Aggregating" volatility and directional trades as in Vijh may tend to confound the 
results. Hence, based on the current results, one can reasonably conclude that option 
trades are motivated by superior information about subsequent stock price movements, 
with option volatility trades having a smaller effect on stock price changes than option 
directional trades have. 

Bid-Ask Spreads and Informational Efficiency: Sign Tests. To test the re- 
lationship between market makers' implied volatility quotes, based on current observed 
order flow and the perceived identity of traders on the one hand and the true underlying 
volatility on the other hand, we tested the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: Ifuolati l i~ traders dominate the orderflow, then N A  > HV> NB. 
Hypothesis 2: Ifdirectional traders dominate the orderflow, then WA z > IN, 

where the historical volatility W i s  used as a proxy for the unobservable 0*.13 These 
two hypotheses about the relationship between WA, TC/B, and W have the implicit 
assumption that 

IVA = IVB = H V  

before any informed trades take place. 
Because we found that HVlies between WA and IT23 for most of the non-infonna- 

tion-trading time, we modified the two hypotheses to the following: 
Modified Hypothesis 1: I f  volatility traders dominate the order flow, then the 
implied bid-ask spread will widen. 
Modfied Hfiothesis 2: I f  directional traders dominate the order $ow, then the 
implied bid-ask spread will narrow. 

Formally, we defined the first-order implied bid-ask spread as 

where W,,(t)  is the time t implied bid-ask spread (i.e., the dif€erence between the 
market maker's implied ask and implied bid volatilities, IV;4 - NB), t is the time of 
the informed trade, and t - 1 is the time of the last trade of the option with the same 
maturity and strike. Mathematically, the null hypotheses are the following: 

For the volatility sample: dN,,rt) > 0 
For the directional sample: MAABct,, < 0. 

We first analyzed the above inequalities for the entire sample of all maturities, and 
then we repeated our tests for different maturities, shown in Table 4. When directional 
traders are perceived to dominate, we found that 59.90 percent of all nonoverlapping 
directional intervals exhibit the behavior predicted by the modzed Hypothesis 2, that 
is, a narrowing of the spread. Similarly, when we examined volatility intervals, we 
found that 56.13 percent of all volatility intervals have quotes that confom with the 
modified first hypothesis, that is, a widening of the spread. When the tests were 
repeated for different maturities, the predicted patterns in the time profile of the bid- 
ask spread seemed to dominate for directional and volatility trading. Medium-term 
maturities seemed to have results that con€orm most strongly with the predictions of 
the modified Hypotheses 1 and 2: 63.89 percent of the medium-term volatility trades 
lead to a widening of the spread; 76.19 percent of the medium-term directional trades 

13~istorical volatility is calculated as the time-varying annualized standard deviation of logarithmic 
returns over 90day windows, using closing prices of the underlying stock. 
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Table 4. Sigin Test - 
Directional Trades Volatility Trades 

Distribution of infomed trades, by maturity 
Percentage of informed trades 

belonging to 
Short-term maturities 
Medium-term maturities 
Long-term maturities 

A. All maturities 
Percentage of first-order implied 

bid-ask spread difference that is 
Positive 
Negative 
No change 

B. Short-term maturities 
Percentage of first-order implied 

bid-ask spread difference that is (n = 170) 
Positive 30.59 
Negative 55.88 
No change 13.53 

C.  medium-term maturities 
Percentage of first-order implied 

bid-ask spread difference that is (n = 42) 
Positive 19.05 
Negative 76.19 
No change 0.476 8.33 

Nore: The directional and volatility samples were determined using the selection criteria described in "Bid-Ask Spread and 
Informational Efficiency: Sign Tests"; n indicates the number of large option trades that were classified as directional or 
volatility trades, respectively. 

lead to a nmowing of the spread. 
In summary, most of the results are consistent with the behavior predicted by the 

theoretical model of Cherian (1996) ; that is, if volatility traders dominate the order flow, 
the implied bid-ask spread widens, and directional trading causes the implied bid-ask 
spread to narrow. The volatility results are also consistent with the empirical findings 
of Jameson and Wilhelm (19921, who found that increasing ucertainQ about the 
volatility of the mderlying asset tends to widen the bid-ask spread in the corresponding 
options. 

lrrformatiorral Efficiency and Liquidity: Correlation Tests. To test whether 
option market makers are able to correctly infer the identity of informed traders from 
the order flow, we tested the f o n o ~ n g  null hypotheses: 

H@othesis 3: Ifvolatility traders dominate the orderflow, then CORR (W-sprela& 
option volume) > 0. 

Hypothesis 4: directional traders dominate the order j2ow, then CORR (W- 
sfiread, ojtion vokame) < 8, 

where CORR is the correlation coefficient and W-spread is the difference between the 
market maker's implied ask md bid ~~olatilities. 

Because our quote sample did not c o n h  data on option volume and because 
matching with the trade sample proved to be an impossible task, we used stock volume 
as a proxy. F u h e m o r e ,  based on our i d e n a c a ~ o n  tests discussed earlier, the come- 
l a t h s  between option and stock volumes, by c o n s h c ~ o n ,  were negative for volatizty 
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samples and positive for directional samples. Hence, the (modified) null hypotheses are 
as follows: 

Modzped Hyjothesis 3: If volatility traders dominate the orderflow, then GORR 
(Nspread, stock uolzcme) < 0. 

Modfied Hypothesis 4: Ifdirectional traders dominate the orderflow, then CORR 
(W-spread, stock uolume) < 0. 
Given the above relationships, we estimate the structural regression equation as 

follows: 

Stock volume = c + ( a  x IVA-B)  + ( b  x IV(A-B)D 1 + ( d  x I V ( A _ B )  ). 

where the W-spread, IVA,, is equal to the difference between the market maker's 
implied ask and implied bid volatilities (WA-NB), N,-Bl, is the N-spread for options 
from the directional sample, and N,,,is the N-spread for options from the volatility 
sample. The null hypothesis is that both b and d are negative. 

As Table 5 shows, the coefficient for the volatility sample d is significantly negative 
as predicted. But b, the coefficient from the directional sample, is signlficanty positive. 
This phenomenon may be caused by various factors, including the fact that we time- 
averaged the sample, resulting in upward biases (see "Bid-Ask Spreads and Informa- 
tional Efficiency: Sign Tests" for one such factor that arises mainly from positive 
directional intewals having wider bid-ask spreads than the negative directional inter- 
vals have). 

Table 5. Correlation Test 
Regression Results Coeacient Standard Error 
WA-B 63,707 16,993 

Constant 78,447 97,161 
Note: R2 = 0.048599 

Conclusion 
We attempted to verify empirically a theoretical model of the microstructure of option 
markets. Our main finding was that the presence of volatility traders tends to widen 
the bid-ask spread in options and the presence of directional traders has the opposite 
effect. This phenomenon is explained mainly by the fact that the presence of volatility 
traders is a sigmal that a subset of the informed traders' assessment of volatility is 
different from the market's, thus endogenously creating an adverse-selection-type 
cost reflected through widening spreads. The presence of directional traders has an 
opposite effect because they create upward biases in volatility, thus diminishing 
spreads. 

Although the theory is quite robust, the empirical tests performed at this stage 
should be considered only a first step toward developing morerobust tests in subse- 
quent research. Note that segregating the volatility traders fi-om the directional traders 
for this speczc data set was extremely difficult. Furthermore, we had to use stock 
volume as a proxy for option volume because our quote sample did not contain data on 
option volume and matching with the trade sample proved an impossible task. Despite 
these difficulties, results supporting the implications of the model were documented. 

As stated in the beginning, academics and practitioners have long been interested 
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in the issue of market efficiency. Related to that issue is the study of the actual 
organization and regulation of financial markets and their effects on informational 
efficiency. Tne unprecedented fluray of innovations in both products and inrbmation 
technology has brought to bear the issues of market eEciency and competition between 
different market systems. 

We analyze some of these issues in the context of option markets, which are 
particularly challenging to practitioners and academics because the infomation flow 
incorporates price and volatility data. Most of the microstructure literature, which uses 
methods developed in the context of equity markets, ignores the volatility component 
and focuses instead on the price component. In contrast, we provide a way for practitio- 
ners to use price and volume data to extract the infomation content of option prices 
and make reasonable inferences about market 'liquidity, concentration of trading in the 
market, and the market's estimate of future volatility. 

Our research also attempts to create a link between the option market microstruc- 
ture literature and the voluminous literature on impbed volatility. The latter literature 
analyzes the behavior and forecasting ability of implied volatility as calculated from 
various option-pricing models, among them the Black-Scholes-Merton model. AI- 
though some of those studies use transaction prices, their focus is not on the micro- 
structure of option markets. The theoretical microshcture research on option markets 
rarely models either the presence of volatility traders or the behavior of implied 
volatility. Similarly, the empirical research typically applies methods developed in the 
context of primary markets, which do not use implied bid-ask volatilities or the 
implications therein. 

We combine the two approaches by using a theoretical microstructure model of 
implied vola"ility. Our tests were designed to ve* empirically its validity. The results 
of our tests are crucial to traders and academic researchers alike because more-powerful 
tests and specifications can arise only from more-precise economic models of the 
market's conditional estimate of future volatility. R e  knowledge from this study will be 
useful for many aspects of practice, including trading, investing, hedging, and market 
making. 

Finally, our study analyzes the detenninmts of the option market's liquidity. Re- 
only believe that a market's liquidity is a function of its microstructure 

and its information structure. To venfy this intuition, we developed statistical tests based 
on a theoretical model of option market m&g rather than deriving the tests £ram 
primary markets. Needless to say, the mounting importance of derivative markets in 
general, and option markets in particular, warrants this long-overdue study and its 
results. 

The current theoretical and ernpirical methodologies can be further refined, and 
new data sets can be located for more-precise empirical testing. Such investigations 
await subsequent research. 

Given that volatility spreads are increasing in volatility trading and decreasing in 
directional trading md given that there are upward biases in implied volatilities where 
directional traders congregate, d e t e ~ n i n g  where volatility traders and directional 
traders are along the term structure of maturi~es is useful for trading, investing, 
hedging, and market m&ng. 
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